
                                                 Affix Bingo

      Able to be filled again  
                (refillable)

                 Full of wonder
                   (wonderful)

             Able to be carried
                  (portable)

           Not able to be beat
                 (unbeatable)

         Not able to be stopped
                 (unstoppable)

              Heated beforehand
                  (preheated)

              One who instructs
                  (instructor)

 The state of being full of thought
                (thoughtfulness)

 To change from one form to another
                (transform)

         Not full of gratitude          
                 (ungrateful)

 Having the quality of three sides
                 (triangular)

          Below the ocean/water
                (submarine)

    To make or become straight
               (straighten)

           Pertaining to music
                 (musical)

        One who plays the guitar
                    (guitarist)

    Having the quality of being kind
               (kindness)

     The state of being friends
                (friendship)

               One who sails
                    (sailor)

           To write again
               (rewrite)

      To make or become sharp
                   (sharpen)

               Before history
               (prehistoric)

     Having the quality of being round
                  (circular)

        A five-sided shape or figure
                  (pentagon)

               Not satisfied
                (dissatisfied)

       The state of agreeing
               (agreement)

    A cycle with only one wheel
               (unicycle)

        Having the quality of an athlete
                 (athletic)

     One who does not smoke
              (nonsmoker)



        A many sided figure or shape
                    (polygon)

     Having the quality of symmetry
                 (symmetrical)

    Being full of care or concern
                 (careful)

              Full of beauty
                (beautiful)

     To give the wrong information
                 (misinform)

          Not able to be seen
                (invisible)

  The state of being true/not fiction
                     (nonfiction)

        Not able to be believed
             (unbelievable)

        The state of being happy
                   (happiness)

                   Ten years
                (decade)

               One who directs
                  (director)

      Without motion/ still
              (motionless)

             Without money
                (penniless)

       An animal with 8 legs
              (octopus)

 



Affix Bingo Card A

  triangular     rewrite      sharpen     octop    unbeatable

     
     guitarist   nonsmoker     portable   straighten   instructor

     careful
   

   preheated

    Card A

       FREE thoughtfulness    refillable

  agreement   unstoppable   pentagon     wonderful   ungrateful

 symmetrical     athletic      polygon   prehistoric     circular



Affix Bingo Card B

    wonderful     preheated     portable  unbeatable      submarine

    friendship    kindness   dissatisfied   transform thoughtfulness

    unicycle   unstoppable

     Card B

      FREE  unbelievable    instructor

   misinform      sailor   prehistoric     guitarist     refillable

      circular   symmetrical     athletic    sharpen       musical



Affix Bingo Card C

    wonderful       musical      preheated   nonsmoker     circular

    athletic   unbeatable      pentagon   nonfiction    prehistoric

   

   invisible

 

   friendship

      Card C

      FREE     sailor    dissatisfied

   kindness    refillable thoughtfulness     rewrite  unstoppable

    unicycle      guitarist      straighten   triangular    happiness



Affix Bingo Card D

    instructor    happiness     invisible      careful  unstoppable

   

   penniless  unbelievable   refillable    guitarist  dissatisfied

     sailor       rewrite

     Card D

      FREE      musical    polygon

   director   motionless    beautiful   nonfiction      unicycle

     octopus    straighten     decade    misinform    friendship


